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A complete menu of Jade Gardens from Tameside covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Jade Gardens:
I warned not to come here, but obviously I came to be honest anyway I was shocked what I was told in

comparison to our experience. can complain. yes. it could do with a hauch of color, but others than, it was clean,
neat and friendly welcomed by staff showed our table checked on us to make sure we were happy. eating was

really nice that we had mixed appetizers and we all shared main dishes again nice eating my glass... read more.
When the weather conditions is nice you can also be served outside. What Shamble11 doesn't like about Jade

Gardens:
Absolutely disgusting all well over cooked even part burnt! Not edible was freezing cold on arrival! Not supported
with refund! This take out cost me £40 I have binned the lot right away! read more. From Tameside comes Jade
Gardens and brings fine meals to the table, seasoned with the Thai culinary popular spices and (fish-)sauces, in
addition to freshly harvested vegetables, seafood and meat, Lovers of the English cuisine are impressed by the
comprehensive variety of traditional meals and enjoy the taste of England. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an
important part of Jade Gardens. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known menus too boring can here
approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients enjoy, Many

guests are particularly looking forward to the experience of versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Desser�
CREPES

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Noodle�
EGG NOODLES

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Beilage� un� Sauce�
DIPS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP

DESSERTS

Ingredient� Use�
PRAWNS

DUCK

MEAT

GARLIC

BEEF

EGG
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 13:00-23:00
Monday 16:00-23:00
Tuesday 16:00-23:00
Thursday 16:00-23:00
Friday 16:00-23:30
Saturday 16:00-23:30
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